
TestNav Overview
Schoolnet is now integrated with TestNav, Pearson’s next-generation test delivery platform, to deliver a rich online test experience to 
students that match most current state summative tests. This adds yet another benefit to formative testing, familiarizing students to the 
tools and interactions that they will experience during summative testing.

With Schoolnet version 18.0, users can now: 

• Preview test Items 

• Preview tests

• Deliver tests to students using TestNav 

• Deliver Secure tests to students through TestNav using 
Schoolnet Secure Tester application

All Schoolnet’s current assessment item types are supported with 
users receiving easy and simple to read compatibility warnings for 
tools and interactions that will appear differently within TestNav. 

TestNav offers a variety of tools and manipulatives that can be 
enabled for test takers at either the item or test level

• 1/4 Inch ruler

• 1/8 Inch ruler

• Centimeter ruler

• Protractor

• Basic calculator

• Five function calculator

• Scientific calculator

The following tools are always available for test takers

• Answer Eliminator 

• Tools and Manipulatives

• Notepad 

• Highlighter (2 colors and can be used on both passage 
and item content)



Proctor Dashboard

During student test taking, teachers can easily monitor student 
progress on the TestNav test, using Schoolnet’s easy to follow 
Proctor Dashboard. 

Personal Needs Profile

Schoolnet now allows for each student to have a Personal Needs 
Profile defined that will drive the accommodations that will be 
made available in TestNav. This includes accommodations like:

• Color Contrast/Reverse Contrast 

• Answer Masking 

• Line Reader Mask 

• Magnifier 

• Extra Testing Time (% or unlimited)

• 4 Function calculator

• 5 Function calculator 

• Scientific calculator

The magnifier and line reader mask accommodations can also be 
enabled at the test level for all students use, regardless of their PNP 
settings. 

With student PNP’s changing, Schoolnet also tracks the 
accommodations that each student had available to them when 
they took a particular test. Allowing teachers to see if the 
accommodations affected student scores throughout the year.

For more information about Schoolnet, please visit our website 
at www.schoolnet.com, or email us at schoolnet@pearson.com. 
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